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As the current business year draws rapidly to a
close, we are pleased to report another highly
successful and productive period. At the time
of going to press, over 220,000 high quality
referrals have been issued, £72m
overpayments identified and with increasing
regularity, 100% data load success rates
recorded. We are extremely aware that this
achievement is a direct result of the excellent
working relationship that exists between
HBMS and local authorities.
We are confident that the significant
challenges ahead in 2007 will be met through
an ever-improving data matching service. We
are very aware of the changing Performance
Measures and new targets relating to the

identification of financial
discrepancies. New HBMS scan
products have been issued and
more are on the way. The use of
historical data is already proving a
powerful data matching tool and
we are prepared for a busy year
ahead as LAs look for additional
sources for quality interventions.
HBMS continues to widen the
service it provides. A national
extract to the Audit Commission in
October 2006 contributed 50
additional data fields to enhance
NFI data matching across all LAs. A
quarterly scan identifying and automatically
correcting HB/CTB indicators on DWP systems
is in place. Also, we are working towards
providing a debtor address-tracing facility to
assist LAs in recovering overpayments.
Effective communication is a key component
within these achievements. This newsletter
contains important updates, question and

answer articles and best practice ideas. The
record attendance and success of November's
Open Days was another indication of the
value of HBMS' products. Further
presentations at LAIOGs, IRRV Conferences
and visits to individual LAs ensure that HBMS
stays in close contact with its customers and
continues to develop and deliver a highly
effective data matching service.  

AHBMS referral started an investigation that led to the discovery of three
undeclared occupational pensions and a further Industrial Injuries Pension
that had not even been declared to the claimant's husband!

Following the issue of a HBRP107 referral to Arun DC, Mr A admitted being in
receipt of two previously undeclared occupational pensions; further
investigations revealed a third! It was later discovered that Mrs A also had an
undeclared pension that she had failed to declare to Arun DC…and her
husband!  An overpayment totalling over £34k was brought to an end
following a successful prosecution. Chris Corker explained that this was “a very
successful investigation but only due to the initial data match”. 

AHBMS referral identified one
claimant's undeclared capital
totalling over £800k and

brought a £7k overpayment to an
end. Investigations by Sheffield CC
discovered that at the time of
requesting the claim form, the
claimant had over £800k in a bank
account. He subsequently purchased
a £700k property and despite
further claim renewals, retained
(and continued to conceal) both the
property and considerable capital.
At prosecution, the claimant
admitted three offences under the
Social Security Administration Act
and was fined and ordered to repay
both the overpayment and costs.

Working Age Data Cleanse Update
Circular A17/2006 provided information
on two new HBMS products to assist LAs
maintain accurate HB payments: 

Last Recorded Review Date (LRRD) Scan
The LRRD scan identified standard working
age cases where a LRRD of more than two
years was held on the HB system. This
indicated that a full review had not been
completed on a potentially high risk case
during a two year period. The scan was run
across all LAs in November 2006 and
25,596 results issued. 
A minority of LAs did not receive output
from the LRRD scan. All were subsequently
contacted by HBMS and where a data issue
was identified, a tailored scan was offered
to work around any anomalies (i.e. where a
recent system-generated claim start date
following a software change was preventing
results). 

Unchanged Earnings Scan
The unchanged earnings scan followed the
success of a pilot exercise that was carried
out in 2005. The pilot identified cases
where the amount of earnings had not
changed over a 12 months period. Results
from the pilot showed that 52% of these
cases produced a financial change following
an intervention. Following this success, a

similar scan  was designed, using IFD's
historical database. 
To provide LAs with optimum flexibility, the
scan was issued in three separate formats;
as a psv file (to be converted to MS Excel), a
Word format (for printing individual and
user-friendly, hard copies) and in HBMS
'referral' format (to allow uploading into
your interventions module). The earnings
scan was issued to all LAs in December. In
total, over 34,000 cases were identified
nationally. 
We will be using your returns via the
HBSD/IAD scan to analyse the results from
both scans and will provide an update in
the summer newsletter, so watch this
space!

Welcome to the
latest HBMS
Newsletter!

               



Risk-Scored
Reviews - Update
The risk-scored reviews process was
established in October 2003 to provide an
intelligence-led source of cases for
intervention. 

The layout of the risk-score was amended
in April 2005 to include new information.
Additional columns showing the risk group
that each case fell into and also the most
likely reason for the change were included.
HBMS currently continues to provide both
the old and new layout formats, so please
check that you are using the latest version
to get optimum benefit from the
additional information provided. Prioritising
cases in the top risk groups is highly
recommended, especially with the
introduction of the new PM10. Statistics
show that a risk group one case is nine
times more likely to contain a financial
incorrectness than a case in risk group six!

To address the problem of cases appearing
in subsequent monthly lists whilst a review
is ongoing, new fields were created in July
2006 to capture 'review commenced'

activity. Circular A14/2006 provides further
details. We are pleased to see that the
new fields are now being used by many
LAs, thereby enabling us to prevent the
issue of cases on the risk-score where
review activity is underway. Our
communication with software suppliers has
confirmed that releases will be made in early
2007 to widen the use of these fields.

Also, a pilot is underway with 14 LAs to test
changes to the frequency of reviews. The
current six months (working age) and three
years (pensioner) suppression periods have
been replaced with an intelligence-led
approach where review frequency is linked
directly to the claimant's age and risk group.
For example, working age cases in risk
group one can now appear on a RSR list
three months after the last recorded review
date. Results of the pilot are being closely
monitored and decisions will be made in
Spring 2007 as to whether a national roll-
out of the new process is appropriate.

Risk-scored review lists will remain an
important source of interventions during
2007, so for further advice on optimising
use, please contact the HBMS Data 
Scans Team.

Data Loads
As we go to press, we are pleased to see a
fourth consecutive 100% HBMS data load
success rate. This follows an impressive
99.51% success rate that had been achieved
over the first four months of the year. 

It's worth remembering that your HBMS
extract is not only essential for data matching;
those of you who attended the recent Housing
Benefit Security Roadshows will be aware that
from April 2007, HBMS extracts will be used to
monitor each LA's performance against the
new Performance Measure 10. The data is also
used to generate a random caseload sample
by the Housing Benefit Reviews team as well
as providing important caseload content
information to the DWP Housing Research
Analysts. With this in mind, it is not surprising
that Enabler 19 (to provide loadable data to
HBMS 12 times a year) remains an important
performance standard in 2007.

To continue this excellent achievement, we
would like to provide the following guidance
to help you load your data with us on time,
every time:

l Please be aware of HB/CTB circular
A1/2007, which contains all your data
collection dates from April 2007 for the
next financial year. The circular also
provides important guidance notes and
contact details.

l Please advise us in advance, if you have
any scheduled system 'down-time'. We will
do our best to work with you to minimise
any impact with regards to submitting
data.

l Please ensure that the person who creates
and issues your HBMS extract is aware of
the above!

l Please place the blue data pouches into
the labelled, self-seal DHL bags for data
collection to ensure security of transit.

l HBMS issues detailed data quality reports
following each data load. Please make sure
you receive these and check the content.

HBMS Rules: Your
Questions Answered...
As well as designing HBMS rules and then
giving them all those confusing  names (!),
HBMS Rule Development Team (RDT) also
provides a comprehensive support service
to LAs. We have collated a list of the most
common queries to help you when
confronted with your latest batch of
HBMS referrals:

Q: What tax year is currently being used to
generate referrals from HMRC savings data
(rules HB/CTIR102 and HB/CTIR215)?
A: 2004 / 2005
Q: How do I identify the actual bank / building
society from the Financial Institution code,
listed on HB/CTIR102 and HB/CTIR215 rules?
A: HBMS RDT provides a list of codes and the
financial institutions they relate to (issued once
a year, via email). Contact the team if you
require a further copy.

Q: The code on the referral does not appear
on the Financial Institutions list.
A: Check that you have the current list (issued
in August 2006). Also, the list contains two
columns per page. Ensure that you have
scrolled across the page and checked both
lists. 
Q: The financial institution has no record of
the claimant on an IR referral.
A: Check that you are providing details of the
'matched' person - this may be the HB/CTB
partner.
Q: On investigating a HB/CTPX001 referral
(undeclared earnings) it transpires that the
matched person is no longer in work. What
next?
A: HMRC records may be out of date if the
matched person has ceased work and not
informed them. In these cases, and providing
there is no change to benefit, return the
referral with a code 11 negative return reason.
Q: I have spoken to the HMRC Tax Credits
Office regarding a HB/CTTC001 referral and

they have informed me that the matched
person is no longer in receipt of TC.
A: In this scenario, a code 14 negative return
is appropriate. We have raised this as a data
issue with HMRC TCO.
Q: I have received a HB/CTDL001 referral
(failure to notify cessation of DLA) and
confirmed in CIS that there is no current
award. However, current  payments of DLA are
shown under Incapacity Benefit or Retirement
Pension.
A: It is likely that the payments of DLA are
being made in error. This can happen when
DLA is 'combined' with another benefit and
payments continue despite entitlement
ceasing. Please contact DLA directly to confirm
details: tel: 01253 337464 or email:
helpline.customerservices@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Q: Can you provide a list of the discrepancies
identified by each HBMS rule?
A: Yes! Rule guides for all HBMS rules are
available and are regularly updated and issued
(via email). Contact the team for a copy.

                 



The HBMS Performance Analysis Team is
on hand to help you with any result
completion queries. From phone calls
received and discussions at the recent
Open Days, we have collated a list of
frequently asked questions and common
issues to assist you in the completion of
HBMS results:

Q: When do we use the 4z negative code?

A: Code 4z can be used in the following
circumstances:

If action to suspend a claim has commenced
pending further information  (suspension date
is required.)

If the LA / DWP commence an investigation
and it is expected to take some time to resolve
(investigation commenced date is required.)

If you have already commenced an
investigation prior to receiving the HBMS
referral. Please record the date you started
your investigation (this should be before the
HBMS “date of match”) and HBMS will not
record these cases as outstanding.

Q: How do we close a 4z case?

A: On completing the investigation, resubmit
the spreadsheet that contains the original 4z
result, recording the final outcome. The case
will then be taken off the '4z - Outstanding'
list.

Q: What should we do if we believe the
HBMS referral has been issued in error?

A: It is important that such cases are brought
directly to our attention so we can address
any rule design or training issues. Please
contact PAT for advice.

Q: How do we report sanctions to HBMS?

A: It is not always possible to report a
sanction at the same time that you return a
final result. In these cases, please update the
original spreadsheet and resubmit once
sanction details are known.

Q: What should we do when the reason for a
negative result does not fit with any of the
available codes?

A: If the available codes do not seem to fit the
circumstances please contact  PAT, who will be
able to advise you which code to select.

Negative Codes…!!?**!?
Help is Here!

Griselda Colvin shares the processes that
exist at the London Borough of Harrow for
dealing with HBMS referrals:
HBMS referrals, like all work items are
allocated the appropriate priority and
resources and are incorporated into our
Performance Management system. We
allocate HBMS referrals to a different
Housing Benefit Officer each month. They
are given a 30 days clearance target and
progress is monitored through  weekly
one-to-one meetings with a supervisor. 
All discrepancies relating to DWP benefits /
Tax Credits are treated as urgent and
checked on-line or escalated to the
relevant organisation for reliable and
accurate details. Where information is
needed from the claimant, a visit is
arranged. Visits are carried out by
experienced assessors to ensure all the
relevant details are obtained.
Through our work allocation processes, we
have an officer who is accountable for
each batch of referrals and feels a sense of
achievement when the task is completed
and targets are met. Any problems or
training needs are identified and addressed
quickly through regular supervision.
By including these processes within our
Performance Management System we
have achieved improved productivity with
problem cases being quickly identified.
Importantly, our staff carry out their duties
in the knowledge that their achievements
and performance are clearly recognised.

Harrow - Best Practice The past 12 months has
seen significant progress in
the way HBMS results are
returned. The demise of red
files and paper result sheets
has been  welcomed with
the majority of LAs now
emailing the results
spreadsheet to a central
HBMS email address.
Prior to the automatic
upload of results, a number
of quality assurance checks
are carried out. Input errors
or missing data can result in
the spreadsheet failing to
upload and this can lead to
a telephone query. To reduce
the potential for errors, we have made several changes to the spreadsheet and incorporated
prompts to assist you complete the spreadsheet correctly first time: 

l The first four columns of the spreadsheet contain essential details for us to identify and
upload the result. These columns are protected and cannot be altered, although you still have
the option to input additional results onto the spreadsheet.

l An error code prompt will be generated if a monetary value is entered in the HB or CT
column.

l A prompt will ask you to record the start date of an investigation if a 4z result code is being
recorded.

l Recording a financial discrepancy of over £250 (HB) and £45 (CTB) will generate a prompt
asking you for confirmation. This will assist us in preventing the upload of incorrect
discrepancy amounts. 

These changes will prevent a number of common errors and reduce the number of queries we
need to make to ensure only accurate results are uploaded. The new style spreadsheet will be
issued in January 2007. Many thanks to West Lothian, Bury, Doncaster, Calderdale and Sunderland
for helping us to test these changes.

Electronic Results

HBMS data matching is being expanded as
we develop additional scan products.
Access to new data sources, some of which
are not yet available for traditional data
matching rules is increasing scan potential.
For example, we now have access to data
within the Information Directorate's
historical database. This has allowed the
recent issue of a scan identifying earnings
recorded on HB that have not changed over
time. Further use of this data is planned in
the coming months. For example, we intend
to develop scans to  identify where Tax
Credit, Incapacity Benefit and Occupational
Pension amounts recorded on HB have not
changed over a relevant period. 
The HBMS Data Scans Team also provides
an increasing range of ad hoc and generic
scans to LAs. During 2006, over 320
individual scans were  delivered. Scan
objectives can vary from identifying over or
underpayments to facilitating take-up
campaigns or improving data quality - the
choice is yours! 
Some intrepid LAs have also obtained their
own sources of local data and provided this
to HBMS to facilitate a benefit scan! For
example, scans using payroll data obtained
from local employers have been effective in
identifying undeclared earnings on HB/CTB. 
Please remember, scans are usually free and
can be delivered within a few weeks of
receipt. Please contact the Data Scans Team
to discuss requirements and request a BAP1
Scan Application form.

Request a Scan!

                                    



Housing Benefit Matching Service (HBMS) Email: HBMS@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
D406, Government Buildings,
Moorland Road, LYTHAM St ANNES
FY8 3ZZ Fax: 01253 848305

HBMS Operations Manager Email: Brian.waldie@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Brian Waldie Tel: 01253 335858 

HBMS Data Development Manager Email: Michelle.spencer@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Michelle Spencer Tel: 01253 334141

Data Integrity Team Email: Angie.parkinson@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Angie Parkinson  Tel: 01253 334216 

Data Scans / Risk Scored Reviews Email: Chris.j.fuller@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Chris Fuller  Tel: 01253 334141

Rule Development Team Email: Emma.warburton@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Emma Warburton Tel: 01253 334902 

Referrals Teams Email: Ann-marie.farren@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Ann-Marie Farren Tel: 01253 334547 

Email: Aileen.buchanan@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Aileen Buchanan  Tel: 01253 334499 

Email: Margaret.m.jackson@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Margaret Jackson Tel: 01253 848152 

Performance Analysis Team Email: Rachel.keeling@dwp.gsi.gov.uk
Rachel Keeling  Tel: 01253 339736 

HBMS Open Days
Local authorities from across the country
flocked to Lytham St Annes in November,
enticed by the prospect of HBMS
presentations, discussion forums and free
Blackpool rock!

Following an article in HB Direct, a third day
was scheduled to accommodate the increased
number of LAs who wished to attend this
year's event. All delegates received a pre-
event questionnaire, from which we were able
to identify the business areas of most interest
to LAs and design an appropriate agenda. 

A busy day's schedule included a Policy and
Strategy update from Fiona Campbell
(Housing Benefit Strategy Division) and HBMS
presentations on data scans, data integrity
and results guidance. The agenda also
included two discussion forums where
delegates provided feedback on HBMS
referrals and suggestions for new data
matching products. As a result, a new scan
identifying undeclared Child Tax Credit; the
pursuit of new data sources and a review of
negative result codes are already underway.
Flintshire also shared their best practice of
leaving change of circumstances forms during

visits to prompt customers to report changes.
Performance reports and the opportunity to
discuss individual issues were also available.

Evaluation responses confirmed the event's
success with all delegates stating that the
day's objectives had been met or exceeded. A
significant number of LAs also expressed an
interest in piloting new HBMS rules and scans.
In some of the delegates' own words: “The
event was very informative and useful. The
presentations and representatives were
excellent”; “Well put together by
knowledgeable staff”; and our favourite…
“HBMS run a very tight but friendly ship!” In
fact the only complaint of the day was that
the Open Days were taking place AFTER the
switch-off of the Blackpool Illuminations…
we'll bear it in mind for next year!

Contacts

Burnley's investigation of a
CTIR102 referral led to the
identification of undeclared
savings totalling £194k and a

successful prosecution despite the
claimant's (and her solicitor's) attempt to
evade prosecution on the grounds of
(unsubstantiated) 'poor health'. During
IUC, suspicions were aroused that not all
savings accounts were being declared.
Further questioning identified additional
undisclosed accounts that were
generating over £5k in interest payments
per year. The defence solicitor's request
for proceedings to be dropped due to
the claimant's health condition was
rejected as it was not supported by
medical evidence. A guilty plea followed,
ending a £2,659 CTB overpayment and
resulting in a £1,000 fine and the award
of full costs totalling £850. Burnley
advise that they used this case to test the
procedure for pursuing a sanction where
unsubstantiated health issues were raised
by the defence.

Next Newsletter...
The next HBMS Newsletter will be distributed at the IRRV Fraud Conference in June. Further copies will be posted to all LAs after the
conference as well as an electronic version being uploaded onto the DWP /  Housing Benefit website. As always, we would like to thank
those LAs who have contributed articles in this issue. To share best practice or a result story, please contact Julie.bradford1@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

                                              


